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Introduction
This is the red hot solo site of Elly Jaine, a 5'8" tall brunette amateur with a tight 32-25-36 teen body. If
you want natural beauty with a personal touch have a good look at Elly!

Adult Review
There are plenty of very average solo girl sites on the net that are either hoaxes owned by giant adult companies in the hope
of appearing to be amateur or truly amateur to the point where their lighting and video work looks like something out of an
8th grade media classroom.
  
  Elly Jaine is one of the few amateur sites that has found a way to offer its members all the personal perks of an amateur solo
girl site with all the production values of a mainline site. What Elly has done is partner up with a production house. She
provides them with the content (including real diary entries) and they handle all the marketing and design aspects of
producing the website. It is a partnership that all her viewers benefit from.
  
  The site offers 76 Photo Sets, 15 videos and 9 stories each exclusively provided to the viewer by Elly. Most solo girl sites
would stop there... but Elly goes a step further with a fully interactive member forum where you can speak directly to her.
She even got her partners to include access to all the sites linked on the right side of this page for free to each of her
members.
  
  The addition of all that content makes Elly Jaine a website where you get both the very personal from her AND the quality
quantity that normally would only be found on some large corporate smut site.
  
  None of the images or vidoes use DRM encryption so anything you download is yours to keep. Our only gripe with the site
is that is doesn't offer any kind of trial membership... so you'll have to take our word for it when we tell you what is inside.

Porn Summary
Elly Jaine is the solo girl site with the professional partners backing it. That combination goes a long way to earn your smut
dollar!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Somewhere between the amateur and the professional is Elly Jaine'
Quality: 79  Updates: 72 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 85
Support: 90 Unique: 88    Taste: 75        Final: 79

Porn Sites Included
Tanline Sex (81) ,Face Pounders (81) ,TrueHentai (74) ,Euro Fuck Friends (73) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Brunettes, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Outside, Solo, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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